Inverted file and asymmetric distance computation (IVFADC) have been successfully applied to approximate nearest neighbor search and subsequently maximum inner product search. In such a framework, vector quantization is used for coarse partitioning while product quantization is used for quantizing residuals. In the original IVFADC as well as all of its variants, after residuals are computed, the second production quantization step is completely independent of the first vector quantization step. In this work, we seek to exploit the connection between these two steps when we perform non-exhaustive search. More specifically, we decompose a residual vector locally into two orthogonal components and perform uniform quantization and multiscale quantization to each component respectively. The proposed method, called local orthogonal decomposition, combined with multiscale quantization consistently achieves higher recall than previous methods under the same bitrates. We conduct comprehensive experiments on large scale datasets as well as detailed ablation tests, demonstrating effectiveness of our method.
Introduction
Maximum inner product search (MIPS) has become a popular paradigm for solving large scale classification and retrieval tasks. For example, in recommendation systems, user queries and documents are embedded into dense vector space of the same dimensionality and MIPS is used to find the most relevant documents given a user query [9] . Similarly in extreme classification tasks [10] , MIPS is used to predict the class label when a large number of classes are involved, often on the order of millions or even billions. Lately it has also been applied to training tasks such as scalable gradient computation in large output spaces [23] , efficient sampling for speeding up softmax computation [17] and sparse update in end-to-end trainable memory systems [20] .
Formally, MIPS solves the following problem. Given a database of vectors X = {x i } [N ] and a query vector q, where both x i , q ∈ R d , we want to find x * q ∈ X such that x * q = argmax x∈X q · x. Although related, MIPS is different from 2 nearest neighbor search in that inner product (IP) is not a metric, and triangle inequality does not apply. We discuss this more in Section 2.
Background
We refer to several quantization techniques in this work and we briefly introduce their notations:
• Scalar Quantization (SQ): The codebook of SQ B SQ = {y i } [n SQ ] contains n SQ scalars. A scalar z is quantized into φ SQ (z) = argmin y∈B SQ |z − y|. The bitrate per input is l SQ = log 2 n SQ .
• Uniform Quantization (UQ): UQ is a specialization of SQ, whose codebook is parameterized with only 2 scalars: B U Q = {ai + b} [n U Q ] . Though the UQ codebook is restricted to this structure, its major advantage over SQ is that the codebook can be compactly represented with only 2 scalars.
• Vector Quantization (VQ): VQ is a natural extension of scalar quantization into vector spaces.
Give a codebook C = {c i } [m] with m codewords, an input vector x is quantized into: φ V Q (x) = argmin c∈C x − c 2 . And the code that we store for vector x is the index of the closest codeword in the VQ codebook: index V Q (x).
• Product Quantization (PQ): To apply PQ, we first divide a vector into n B subspaces:
. And within each subspace we apply an independent VQ with n W codewords, i.e., φ P Q (x) = ⊕ i∈[n B ] φ (i) V Q (x (i) ). The bitrate per input for PQ is thus n B log 2 n W .
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Local Orthogonal Decomposition for Maximum Inner Product Search
The IVFADC [12] framework combines VQ for coarse partitioning and PQ for residual quantization:
• IVF: An inverted file is generated via a VQ partitioning. Each VQ partition P i contains all database vectors x whose closest VQ center is c i , i.e., P i = {x ∈ X|c i = argmin c∈C x − c 2 }. Within each partition P i , residual vectors {r x = x − c i } x∈Pi are further quantized with PQ and we denote the quantized approximation of the residual r x as φ P Q (r x ).
• ADC: Asymmetric distance computation refers to an efficient table lookup algorithm that computes the approximate IP. For VQ, ADC(q, φ V Q (x)) = lookup({q · c} c∈C , index V Q (x)). And for PQ with multiple subspaces, we can decompose the dot product as:
• Non-Exhaustive Search: When processing a query q, we use IVF to determine the top partitions according to q · c i . We select top m ADC partitions to search into and then apply ADC to residuals in these top partitions.
There are many variations of the IVFADC setup. For example, the codebooks of VQ partitioning and PQ quantization can be (jointly) learned, and asymmetric distance computation can be implemented with SIMD instructions [22, 8] . We discuss these variations in depth and the relation to this work in the Section 2.
In large scale applications, as the database size increases, larger m and m ADC are generally used in IVF. Auvolat et al. in [2] proposes to use m ∼ N 1/2 for 1-level VQ partitions and m ∼ N 1/3 for 2-level etc. From latest publications [5, 13] , the number of partitions for large datasets is among 10 3 − 10 6 . Hence in the following discussion, we focus on the case where the number of partitions is much larger than the vector dimension, i.e., m d.
The scale of modern MIPS systems is often limited by the cost of storing the quantized vectors in main memory. Therefore, we focus on methods that operate under low bitrate and can still achieve high recall. This is reflected in our experiments in Section 5.
Empirical Study of Inner Product Variance
The overall quality of IP approximation is crucially dependent on the joint distribution of the query q and the residual r x = x − c i , where c i is the center of the partition P i that x is assigned to. In the non-exhaustive setup, the fact that we search into partition P i reveals strong information about the local conditional query distribution. Nonetheless, previous methods approximate q · r x by first quantizing r x independent of q distribution. And a close analysis of the IP q · r x clearly shows that its variance is distributed non-uniformly in different directions. Formally a direction is a unit norm vector v 2 = 1, and the the projected IP on direction v is defined as: (q · v)(r x · v). Within a partition P , we define the projected IP variance along v as
Note that the empirical first moment
We conduct two different analyses with the public Netflix [7] dataset. In Figure 1a , we fix the query q and thus its top partition P * q and its center c * q . We pick the first direction u 1 = c * q / c * q 2 and the second direction u 2 orthogonal to u 1 randomly. We then generate n v = 1000 evenly spaced directions in the subspace spanned by {u 1 , u 2 } as:
. We finally plot of the set of points
, i.e., the distance between each point and the origin represents the projected IP variance on its direction. The elongated peanut shape demonstrates clearly that variance of projected IPs is more concentrated on some directions than others.
In Figure 1b , we fix a partition and plot 1) the residuals in the partition and 2) queries that have maximum IPs with the partition center. We project all residuals and queries with maximum IPs onto the 2-dimensional subspace spanned by the partition center direction and the first principal direction of the residuals. Residuals in blue are scattered uniformly in this subspace, but queries in black are much more concentrated along the direction of partition center c/ c 2 .
Contributions
This paper makes following main contributions:
• Introduces a novel quantization scheme that directly takes advantage of the non-uniform distribution of the variance of projected IPs.
• Identifies the optimal direction for projection within each partition and proposes an effective approximation both theoretically and empirically.
• Designs complete indexing and search algorithms that achieve higher recall than existing techniques on widely tested public datasets. 
Related Work
The MIPS problem is closely related to the 2 nearest neighbor search problem as there are multiple ways to transform MIPS into equivalent instances of 2 nearest neighbor search. For example, Shrivastava and Li [21] proposed augmenting the original vector with a few dimensions. Neyshabur and Srebro proposed another simpler transformation to augment just one dimension to original vector:x = [x/U ; 1 − ( x 2 /U ) 2 ],q = [q/ q 2 ; 0]. Empirically, the augmentation strategies do not perform strongly against strategies that work in the unaugmented space.
Learning Rotation and Codebooks. Learning based variations of IVFADC framework have been proposed. One of the focuses is learning a rotation matrix which is applied before vectors are quantized. Such rotation reduces intra-subspace statistical dependence as analyzed in OPQ [11, 18] and its variant [14] and thus lead to smaller quantization error. Another focus is learning codebooks that are additive such as [3, 4, 15, 25, 26, 16] . In these works, codewords are learned in the full vector space instead of a subspace, and thus are more expressive. Empirically, such additive codebooks perform better than OPQ at low bitrates but the gain diminishes at higher bitrates.
ADC Implementation. ADC transforms inner product computations into a lookup table based operation, which can be implemented in different ways. The original ADC paper [12] used L1 cache based lookup table. Johnson et al. [13] used an GPU implementation for ADC lookup. A SIMD based approach was also developed by [1, 22] . Again, this is orthogonal to the local decomposition idea of this work, as any ADC implementation can be used in this work.
Rotations and codebooks are often applied in IVFADC variations, but there are significant costs associated with them. In the most extreme cases, Locally Optimized Product Quantization (LOPQ) [14] learns a separate rotation matrix and codebook for each partition. This leads to an extra memory cost of O(md(d + n W )) and O(m ADC d(d + n W )) more multiplications for each query at search time. where m ADC is the number of VQ partitions we search. When m and m ADC increase, the overhead become quickly noticeable and may become even more expensive than ADC itself. For example, when d = 200, n B = 50, n W = 16, performing the rotation once is as expensive as performing 6,400 ADC computations under an optimized implementation. In practice, it is often desirable to avoid per partition rotation or codebooks, but learn global codebooks and rotation.
Methods
Existing approaches based on the IVFADC framework mainly focus on minimizing the squared loss when quantizing residuals. Formally, they aim at finding an optimal quantization parameter θ
As we have discussed in previous sections, our "signal", i.e., residual IPs q · r x exhibit strong non-uniformity locally within a partition. By directly taking advantage of this skewed distribution, our proposed method achieves higher recall at the same bitrate when compared with others that are agnostic of this phenomenon.
Local Orthogonal Decomposition
Given a unit norm vector or direction v 2 = 1, we define:
is the projection matrix onto direction v and H ⊥ v is projection matrix onto its complement subspace. We can thus decompose a residual as:
Similar to the original IVFADC framework, we first decompose the IP between a query q and a database vector x into q · x = q · c + q · r x . With our new insight of non-uniformity of the distribution of our signal, we propose to further decompose the residual IP with respect to a learned direction v as:
We name H v r x the projected component of residual r x and H ⊥ v r x the orthogonal component. Note that the projected component resides in a 1-dimensional subspace spanned by v and can also be very efficiently quantized with existing scalar quantization techniques.
Multiscale Quantization of Orthogonal Component
We define o
to simplify notation. Multiscale quantization proposed in [22] learns a separate scale and rotation matrix that are multiplied to the product quantized residual as λ x Rφ P Q (ô v x ), where R is a learned rotation matrix and φ P Q (·) is the production quantization learned from the normalized orthogonal components. Differently from the original MSQ, our scale is chosen to preserve the 2 norm of the orthogonal component o v x , not the whole residual r x :
The rotation R is omitted as it doesn't affect the 2 norm. Another scalar quantization (SQ) is learned on the scales to further reduce the storage cost and speedup ADC. The final MSQ quantized residual is then:
Where φ SQ is the non-uniform scalar quantization for partition P learned via a Lloyd algorithm. The number of codewords in the SQ codebook is fixed at 16 for our experiments, hence its storage cost is negligible.
Adjustment to Projected Component
. Now a subtle performance issue arises. A critical improvement to ADC introduced since the original OPQ [11] is to move the rotation multiplication to the query side so that it is done only once globally. Formally with MSQ, we can perform following: 
as proposed in the orginal MSQ [22] and only multiply matrix
can be removed by subtracting it from the projected component before quantization.
Uniform Quantization of Projected Component
Following the procedure above, after projection onto direction v, we have the original residual contributing r x · v and its quantized orthogonal component contributing an extra term
We thus need to quantize the difference between the two as z
We propose to learn a uniform quantization:
• z max and z min are the maximum and minimum of the finite input set {z v x |x ∈ P }. And l U Q is the number of bits for uniform quantization;
• b P = (z max + z min + a P )/2 centers the input;
• round(·) is the function that rounds a floating point number to its nearest integer.
is the integer code in l U Q bits that we store for each residual. In practice, we may relax z max to the 99%th quantile of the input to guard against outliers, and similarly 1%th quantile for z min . We clip rounded outputs to within [−2
The main advantage of UQ over other scalar quantization techniques is that its codebook size is independent of the number of bits used for its codes. This is critical as we use l U Q = 256 for our experiments. It also enables fast computation of approximate IP between query and projected component as:
Putting both quantization schemes together, we can approximate the residual IP by replacing each component with its quantized result:
And for each term, we can perform efficient ADC.
Preserving 2 Norms
We design the LOD+MSQ framework with the objective of preserving 2 norms of residuals. Note that:
In the projected subspace, we have:
In the orthogonal subspace, we have
Hence we preserve the 2 norm of r x up to small scalar quantization errors in φ U Q (z v x ) and φ SQ (λ x ). Empirically, preserving 2 norms improves recall when there is considerable variation in residual norms [22] .
Indexing and Search Algorithms
We list all parameters of the overall indexing and search algorithms besides their inputs in Table 1 . 
Algorithm 1: Index database X with local orthogonal decomposition and multiscale quantization. The projection direction is parameterized with the function ProjDir.
We want to highlight that in memory bandwidth limited large scale MIPS, the search time is well approximated by the number of bits read: O(N m ADC m (l U Q + n B log 2 n W )). In our experiments, we fix m ADC /m = 1/10. The bitrate of the original dataset is 32 bits per dimension and we use either 1/2 or 1 bit per dimension in our quantization schemes. Hence we achieve over 2-orders of magnitudes of speedup.
Search(q, k) begin input : query q, number k and outputs of Index(X) output : Approximate top k maximum inner products
Algorithm 2: Search top k inner products in an indexed database with query q.
Analysis
We leave the projection direction function as an input to our indexing algorithm in the previous section. In this section, we formally investigate the optimal projection direction given partition P and its center c conditional on the fact that c = argmax ci∈C q · c i .
We start by analyzing the error introduced by our quantization scheme to the approximate residual IP. Let e U Q (z
. Consider the quantization error on the residual IP within partition P as:
First, UQ achieves an error bound of O(2 −l U Q ) in its 1-dimensional subspace, which is much lower than the error bound that MSQ can achieve in the orthogonal (d − 1)-dimensional subspace. UQ and MSQ are two completely separate quantization steps, and the cross product of their quantization errors are expected to be small. Therefore we shall focus on minimizing the last quantization error term averaging over q and r x :
we can then rewrite the optimization as:
Notice that the matrix Σ v in the middle is also dependent on the direction v, which makes this optimization problem very challenging.
However the learned rotation R in MSQ serves two purposes: 1) it reduces correlation between dimensions and 2) it evens variance allocation across PQ subspaces [11] . Hence it is reasonable to expect the errors to be close to isotropic across dimensions assuming the subspace spanned by orthogonal components does not degenerate into a low dimensional subspace. This is to assume: This assumption allows us to approximate Σ v ≈ λI with some constant λ.
Now we arrive at
Let's introduce a simplfication of the conditional expectation as E q (·|c) = E q (·|c = argmax ci∈C q · c i ). We need to solve the maximization problem of:
The matrix in the middle is the conditional covariance matrix of all queries that have maximum IPs with center c. If we can estimate this matrix E q (qq T |c) accurately, we can simply take its first principal direction as our optimal direction v.
In real applications, for any partition center, we can only sample a very limited number of queries q such that c = argmax ci∈C q · c i . This approach thus can't scale to large m in the range of 10 3 − 10 6 . This makes the estimation of E q (qq T |c) inherently of high variance. To overcome this noisy estimation issue, we provide both theoretical and empirical support of approximating the optimal direction with the partition center direction u = c/ c 2 .
Alignment of Query and Partition Center
We first estimate the magnitude of the projected query component along the partition center direction. In the original setup, we have a set of fixed centers and a random query. To facilitate our analysis, we can fix the query and instead rotate centers with respect to the query. We start by studying the case where both centers and query are normalized and later lift the constraint. We consider the scenario where centers after rotation follow a uniform distribution over the unit sphere S d−1 . This provides a more conservative bound than that of real datasets, because real queries tend to be tightly clustered around the "topics" in the database due to formulation of the training objectives and regularizers [27] . Theorem 1. Given a normalized query q ∈ R d and m random centers C = {c i } [m] uniformly sampled from the unit sphere S d−1 , with probability at least 1 − δ, the maximum cosine similarity between the query and c * = argmax c∈C q · c is at least L 1 (m, δ):
In practical settings, we have log(m/(η 1 √ d log 1/δ)) (d + 1)/2. Let α = 2(1 − e −1 ) > 1, we can weaken it to a more intuitive form:
Lemma 1. If we uniformly sample 2 vectors x and y from the unit sphere
A few comments on these 2 results:
• From Theorem 1, we can see that the dependency of the maximum residual IP on the confidence parameter δ is rather weak at log log(1/δ).
• If we choose δ = 1/2, we can thus show that for at least half of the queries, the largest IP q · c * is at least O( log(m/ √ d)) larger than the cosine similarity between two randomly sampled vectors. With probability at least 1 − δ, the maximum cosine similarity between the query and c
Intuitively, as i increases, the first factor hi h1 decreases, but the second one L 1 (i, δ) increases, thus the maximum is achieved somewhere in the middle. Specifically, we can see that
This bound is robust to any small outlier near h m , but it can be influenced by the largest norm h 1 .
However, we remark that when the largest center norm h 1 is significantly larger than the median h m/2 , the MIPS problem itself becomes much easier. As the relative magnitude of h 1 increases, its partition becomes more likely to contain the maximum IP than the rest. And furthermore, the gap between the maximum IP in h 1 's partition and the maximum IP from other partitions becomes wider. Both the concentration of the maximum IP in one partition and the large gap contribute to better recall. Hence LOD helps adversarial instances more than easy instances, which explains the consistent recall improvement in our experiments. Exact quantification of this behavior is one of our future research directions.
We conclude this section with the observation that real queries tend to be more clustered along partition centers than what is suggested by Theorem 1, i.e., the observed cos 2 (q, c * ) is much higher than O(log(m/ √ d)/d). We hypothesize that this is due to the training process that aligns query vectors with the natural topical structure in the database vector space.
Asymptotically Optimal Projection Direction
Let o u q = H ⊥ u q be the orthogonal query component in the complement subspace of the partition center. Under the same assumption as Theorem 2, we are ready to state our main result: Theorem 3. Let γ be the ratio between the the largest and smallest non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix
T |c). The optimal direction is equal to the partition center direction with probability at least 1 − δ if:
With some positive constant η 2 , we can rewrite the above into a more intuitive form:
This theorem states that when the number of partitions m increases above a threshold dependent on the ratio γ and δ, the optimal direction is equal to the partition center direction with probability at least 1 − δ. Hence asymptotically, the optimal direction approaches the partition center direction for our LOD+MSQ framework as m → ∞ and m d.
Approximation with Benefits
Approximating the optimal direction with the partition center direction also brings practical benefits:
• No extra storage cost, as we don't have to store a separate vector per partition.
• Free projection at search time, as we have computed all IPs between the query and centers for partition selection. We just need to perform an O(1) operation to divide the IP by the center norm to get the projected component q · (c/ c 2 ).
Experiments

Datasets
We apply our method along with other state-of-theart MIPS techniques on public datasets Netflix [7] and Glove [19] . The Netflix dataset is generated with a regularized matrix factorization model similar to [24] . The Glove dataset is downloaded from https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/. For word embeddings, the cosine similarity between these embeddings reflects their semantic relatedness. Hence we 2 -normalize the Glove dataset, and then cosine similarity is equal to inner product.
We list details of these datasets in Table 2 . 
Recalls
We apply following algorithms to both of our datasets:
• MIPS-PQ: implements the PQ [12] quantization scheme proposed in the original IVFADC framework.
• MIPS-OPQ: implements the OPQ [11] quantization scheme that learns a global rotation matrix.
• L2-OPQ: implements the OPQ quantization scheme and also the MIPS to 2 -NNS conversion proposed in [6] . We do not transform the Glove dataset since 2 -NNS retrieves the same set of database vectors as MIPS after normalization.
• MIPS-LOD-MSQ: implements our proposed method with both LOD and MSQ. The projection direction is set to the partition center as an effective approximation to the optimal direction.
We set parameters to following values for all our recall experiments:
• IVF: we keep average partition size at around 1,000 and we always search 10% of the partitions with ADC. This is in-line with other practices reported in benchmarks and industrial applications [5, 13] .
• Product Quantization: we use either n B ∈ {25, 50} codebooks, each of which contains n W = 16 codewords for PQ and OPQ. For LOD+MSQ, we set n B ∈ {23, 48} when l U Q = 8 and n B ∈ {24, 49} when l U Q = 4 to keep the number of bits spent on each database vector the same. The number of codewords is fixed at 16 for efficient SIMD based implementation of in-register table look-up [22, 8] .
• UQ: we use l U Q = 8 bits for uniform quantization for Netflix and l U Q = 4 bits for Glove, which results in 256 and 16 levels in the codebook respectively.
• MSQ: we use l SQ = 4 bits and accordingly 16 levels for scalar quantization of scales in MSQ for all experiments. We apply the same technique in [22] to avoid explicitly storing the codes and hence it incurs no extra cost in storage.
The combination of LOD+MSQ consistently outperforms other existing techniques under the same bitrate. Its relative improvement is higher on Netflix because the residual norms of the Netflix dataset exhibit larger variance than those of the Glove dataset. Figure 4 : Ablation study of both LOD and MSQ on Netflix and Glove. All plots are generated with 100 bit per database vector.
Ablation
To systematically investigate the contribution of LOD and MSQ in isolation, we perform ablation study with both datasets.
• MIPS-OPQ, MIPS-LOD-MSQ: are repeated from the experiments reported from the previous section.
• MIPS-MSQ: implements the MSQ quantization scheme directly on the residuals r x without LOD.
• MIPS-LOD-OPQ: first applies LOD and then implements the OPQ quantization scheme on the
The combination of LOD+MSQ consistently outperforms either one in isolation. Interestingly, LOD performs much better than MSQ alone on Netflix and worse on Glove. This is due to the fact that in the normalized Glove dataset, orthogonal components of residuals have larger norms than projected components. With LOD only, OPQ is applied to the orthogonal components and it fails to preserve 2 norms at a low bitrate. And the decrease in recall is fairly discernable from the Figure 4b.
Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel quantization scheme that decomposes a residual into two orthogonal components with respect to a learned projection direction. We then apply UQ to the projected component and MSQ to the orthogonal component respectively. We provide theoretical and empirical support of approximating the optimal projection direction with the partition center direction, which does not require estimating the noisy conditional covariance matrix. The combination of local orthogonal decomposition and MSQ consistently outperforms other quantization techniques on widely tested public datasets.
Proof of Theorem 1
Without loss the generality, we can assume the query is fixed at q = [1, 0, · · · , 0]. Thus the inner product between the query and a center becomes the value of the first dimension of the center, whose distribution is
For 0 ≤ x < 1, we note that 1 − e −x is concave, and it is entirely above the line (1 − e −1 )x, i.e., 1 − e −x > (1 − e −1 )x. Plug this into RHS, we arrive at:
Where α = 2(1 − e −1 ).
Proof of Theorem 2
Fix an index i, we can divide the centers into two groups with norms {h j } 1≤j≤i and {h j } (i+1)≤j≤m . Let j * = argmax 1≤j≤m q · c j , i.e, j * is the index of c * , we have two cases:
• j * ≥ (i + 1), i.e., the maximum inner product center is in the second group. We know that its inner product at least the largest among i + 1 centers all with norms ≥ h j * . This implies that cos(q, c * ) ≥ L 1 (i + 1, δ) with probability at least 1 − δ.
• j * ≤ i. Now the maximum inner product is in the first group. We generate a new set of centers with dividing every center in the first group by the smallest norm h i , i.e., {c 1 /h i , c 2 /h i , · · · , c i /h i }. Note that after division, all new centers still have norms ≥ 1. The maximum inner product between the query and this new set of centers is at least as large as the maximum when all centers have unit norms. This implies that q · c * /h i ≥ L 1 (i, δ) with probability at least 1 − δ. Since c * 2 ≤ h 1 , we have cos(q, c * ) ≥ hi h1 L 1 (i, δ) with probability at least 1 − δ.
Combining these 2, we can conclude that cos(q, c * ) ≥ hi h1 L 1 (i, δ) for any i with probability at least 1 − δ. Hence the overall lower bound is max i∈[m] hi h1 L 1 (i, δ).
Proof of Theorem 3
Without loss of generality, we can fix the norm of query at 1. We can decompose the optimal direction v = αu + βw, where α 2 + β 2 = 1, α, β > 0, and w is a direction orthogonal to u. We denote A = E q ((q · u) 2 |c) and B = E q ((o u q · w) 2 |c). Then after some manipulation, we can arrive at: T |c)) < E q ((q · u) 2 |c), the optimal direction is equal to u. Note that:
And the smallest eigenvalue of matrix E q (o If the ratio between the largest and smallest non-zero eigenvalues of this matrix is γ, then we have:
Which gives us an upper bound of λ max as:
So when RHS is less than E q ((q · u) 2 |c), we have the optimal direction is equal to the partition center direction. After simplification, we arrive at the condition:
We can replace RHS with a stronger gurantee and arrive at:
Now we can plug in the result from Theorem 2, and conclude the proof.
